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Welcome to the 9th edition 
of our BH Chronicle.  Our 
theme this month is the A 
Taste for Life. This year 
marks the 20th anniversary of 
this incredible event in 
Ottawa and other Canadian 
cities, which raises much 
needed funds to continue to 
help those impacted by HIV.   
Ottawa has 36 restaurants 
participating this year, each 
with a volunteer hosting.   

 

The question on everyone’s 
lips this month is: Do you 
know where you will be 
dining on April 25th?  

 

In this issue we will also be 
featuring our Spotlight 
section, our upcoming 
events, an extra special staff 
spotlight, a message from 
our Manager of Volunteer 
Services, a food crossword 
puzzle, and much more.  Sit 
back, relax, and enjoy, spring 
will be in full swing soon. 



A Message from our Manager of  

Volunteer Services: 

 

I have been hosting A Taste for Life for 11 years this 

year!  I am so grateful for being part of this community 

event that brings friends and family together to 

celebrate the lives of our loved ones who are no longer 

with us because of HIV or those who are living with HIV 

and impacted by HIV.   

I started volunteering for Taste for Life in honour of a 

dear friend who passed away of HIV related illness 12 

years ago.  I will raise a glass for him once again this 

year on April 25th while being surrounded by the love 

and positive energy of our community! 

Thank you to all of our incredibly dedicated volunteers 

who make taste for Life possible. We truly could not 

make this event a success without you all.  

 

Linda xo 



 

 

Our Spotlight this month is not from a single person; it is instead 
about a group of people, the crucial group that come together to 
make A Taste for Life possible. This group includes the restaurant 
hosts, co-ordinators, web designer, media wrangler, printer, poster 
delivery people, finance, ballot counters, envelope stuffers, sorters, 
data entry people, and much, much more!  

The hosts are not only present to greet you at the night of the 
event, they also promote it, including to their family & friends, 
(who you know will also be spreading the word); hosts co-ordinate 
with both Bruce House and the restaurant, and do a follow-up 
afterward.   

As we mentioned, this is the 20th anniversary for A Taste for Life; 
that is 20 years of people coming together to make this event 
possible.  We surely can’t name everyone who has been a part of 
it, but we would like to list a few:  

Linda, Patrick, Lorraine, Sam T, Sonia, Gemma, Jordan, Ray, 
Drew, Ottawa Wolves RFC, Dave, Lana, Jacquie, Rene, Ian, 
Gordon, Karim, Dylan, Rachel, Denis, Murray, Keith, James, Keith 
C, Jeff,  Wendy, Sarah,  Christine,  Natasha, Josh, Sam B, Spencer,  
Ric, Ruth,  Rebeca,  Catherine,  Anne,  Robert,  Michael,  Anneke 
and John, Heather and Lucas.  

Lise, Nicol, and Jean Turpin of Snowy Owl AIDS Foundation are 
each hosts also. 



 



 

Ask any office coordinator in the non-profit sector and they will have a long list of “not in my 

job description” stories.  I could tell you about the time I scrubbed dog poo out of the carpet, or 

helped create floorplans for the renovations, or chased a mouse around the office. I struggle to 

keep antiquated computers working, deal with building issues, and pick up paper clips off the 

floor (those are valuable office supplies—on our budget every penny counts!).  

I also get to know our clients and witness their daily ups and downs.  I work closely with a team 

of volunteers, each bringing their own passion and expertise to the job.  We have a small staff, 

and we can always count on each other for support.  In short, this office is an extended family.  

It feels wonderful to know that I have an active role in keeping that extended family 

functioning, and providing the environment we all need to do our work.  

My admin role extends to supporting the Board or Directors and committee work as well.  This 

gives me a high-level view of Bruce House, a nice and much needed complement to the narrow 

view I get in my daily work.  At one extreme I see the forest, at the other the individual trees.    

A recent opportunity/challenge was the addition of the communications role to my duties.  

From newsletters to social media and event promotion it is my job to ensure that every word 

leaving this office is professional and accurately reflects the work of Bruce House as well as the 

realities of living with HIV.  I need to get the facts right, I need to give context, and I must at all 

times remember that I am speaking of the lives and struggles of real human beings.  It would be 

far too easy to succumb to laziness and just quote numbers, write in vacuous generalities, or 

churn out marketing copy.  That would be doing a great disservice to Bruce House, and to 

people living with, and impacted by, HIV.  Fortunately, there is little risk of that happening—in a 

small agency such as Bruce House I receive plenty of reminders that I am communicating about 

real people with real struggles.  There is no ivory tower of administrators and managers here, 

we all share in the daily work and interact with clients on a daily basis. (As I wrote this a client 

popped in to my office to say hello, then hugged two staff members—that is Bruce House.) 

I couldn’t do my work without the work of the admin volunteer team, who not only support my 

work but have active leadership in tasks and projects:  Sam, René, Murray, Randy and Amy who 

work in our office, and Sonia who wrangles our social media. Their dedication and warmth have 

carried me through many a difficult day.  Bruce House volunteers rock! 

Patrick James Morley 



 



How the Red Ribbon Came to Be  

In 1991, a group of artists, including Patrick O’Connel, came together 

to create a meaningful symbol at the height of the AIDS crisis—to 

show support and compassion for those with AIDS and their 

caregivers. These artists were a part of the Visual AIDS Artists' Caucus 

and what they created was titled "The Ribbon Project", better known 

today simply as the Red Ribbon.  

Inspired by the yellow ribbons honoring soldiers serving in the war, the 

color red was chosen for its "connection to blood and the idea of 

passion—not only anger, but love." First worn publicly by Jeremy Irons 

at the 1991 Tony Awards, the ribbon soon became renowned as an 

international symbol of AIDS/HIV awareness. 

At the Freddie Mercury Tribute Concert held at Wembley Stadium, 

London on Easter Sunday 1992, more than 100,000 red ribbons were 

distributed among the audience by Red Ribbon International, with 

performers such as George Michael wearing one.  

When asked about whether a ribbon was enough, the late Rodger 

McFarlane, executive director of Broadway Cares, who along with Tom 

Viola of Equity Fights AIDS worked immediately with Visual AIDS to 

place them in the public, said, "I never want this to seem like anything 

more than visibility. The ribbon does not feed people or protect them 

from discrimination or provide leadership or a cure. But it is, at least, 

an easy first step." 

A letter was found dated June 21, 1991. Signed by Patrick, Tom, and Rodger on behalf of "The Ribbon 

Project," it explained that "by wearing the red ribbon we demonstrate compassion for people living with 

AIDS; support of the on-going efforts of their caretakers and service organizations; and advocacy for a 

coordinated response from our government for the research that will lead to effective treatments, 

vaccines, and ultimately, a cure." 

The artists are honoured for their talent, foresight, and dedication in sparking a zeitgeist that pushed the 

acronyms "HIV" and "AIDS" into everyday speech. Their story is a source of hope because we now know 

that advocacy can bring change, but it is also a serious reminder that there is more to be done, because 

HIV/AIDS is not over. 

https://www.visualaids.org/projects/detail/the-red-ribbon-project 

https://www.visualaids.org/blog/detail/why-were-you-making-art-in-response-to-aids 

http://www.thebody.com/content/76224/a-history-of-the-red-ribbon.html 

https://www.cnn.com/2011/12/01/world/aids-day-ribbon/ 

https://www.visualaids.org/projects/detail/the-red-ribbon-project
https://www.visualaids.org/blog/detail/why-were-you-making-art-in-response-to-aids
http://www.thebody.com/content/76224/a-history-of-the-red-ribbon.html
https://www.cnn.com/2011/12/01/world/aids-day-ribbon/


 



 



Another great event in support of Bruce House this year is Bon Appetit 

 

 

As we close this issue let us remember that incredible events such as ‘A 

Taste for Life’ would not be possible without endless hours of ‘behind 

the scenes’ work, (both before and after the event, by staff and 

volunteers); the restaurants, and all of our volunteer hosts.   

The caring dedication and kindness of all involved is amazing, and also 

crucial for our ongoing support of those impacted by HIV.   

 

 


